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A Tale of Two Chelseas

by

Patrick M.O. Evans

People will not look forward to posterity who never look
backward to their ancestors
Edmund Burke (1729-1792)
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The Gatineau Rivennan
Take me back to my home on the Gatineau,
To hills, sweet with scent of cedar and of pine,
Where Irish eyes, with the light of a blue bird's pinion,
Will, as of yore, look fondly into mine.
Where a barefoot boy, I roamed in happy hours,
And climbed the trees to view the landscape o'er
Catching glimpses of a 'City with its crown of towers',
Hearing songs from bells in steeples which evening bore.
I'm going home.
Sogarth Aronn
("Up the Gatineau!"-1976, p.ll)

Foreword
"The Tale of Two Chelseas" came about simply because the post office at
Old Chelsea was about to celebrate its one hundredth birthday,in the spring of
1985. June Dompierre, the postmaster had received word from Montreal,
Canada Post's head office in Western Quebec, that this anniversary was about
to take place, offering'a modest donation to help celebrate.
Being an historian at heart, as well as an amateur archivist and
genealogist, I feel that I was equipped to attempt a short history of the post
office at Old Chelsea and in consequence I put my services at the disposal of
June, the postmaster; little dreaming where the trail might lead.
Like Topsey the story "just grewed" to the extent that the Historical Society
of the Gatineau adopted it as one of its programmes. About six months after
the actual birth date a celebration party was held in the Chelsea school in
September. The party was well attended, and, rather surprising to me, ,the
postal authorities had taken my "history" and published it in the two official
languages of Canada. To put it modestly I was well pleased with the success of
the whole operation.
In researching for the post office story I had uncovered a wealth of
material not related to the postal matters. The more I thought about it, it
seemed to me, a person of some thrift, that it would be a waste not to use it,
especially as it had come to me gratis, as it were. Okay, I said, find out if
anyone else has written the history of Old Chelsea; as I did not relish the idea
of repeating the efforts of someone who might have done a more
accomplished job than I was capable of achieving. With this in mind I
phoned the national library to see whether this was so. I was somewhat

surprised by the answer that some person had indeed written a story about
Old Chelsea. My informant went on to explain that the opus was about the
Chelsea in London, England and not our Old Chelsea.

*

Having cleared the decks thus far I decided I would put two limitations on
my history, one of area and the other of time. Being well aware of the arrival
of Philemon Wright at Hull was in 1800 I considered that the hundred years
between Wright's settling in his "Wright's Town" and 1900 would be a nice,
neat package. I had settled the time frame, or so I thought.
The next decision was to be the boundaries. I didn't want to write a story
about a huge piece of landscape but to keep it within bounds, say the diameter
of a circle of about a quarter mile, with the circle's centre at a point where the
Scott Road intersects the Chelsea Road. There that's fixed, but where does one
start? I remembered that some time ago I had purchased a book on writing
local histories. That little treatise seemed to be the answer to my quest and
more besides.
Having started to write I quickly realized that my pair of limitations would
require to be modified somewhat. The time frame, of 1800 to 1900, could still
be used. I stipulated to myself that any "happening" which started in that
century would be carried to its conclusion. The events which had their
genesis later would be ignored, unless they were perhaps worthy of some
note.
The area restriction of a quarter of a mile was soon set aside as much of my
story transgressed the artificial boundaries I had imposed upon myself.

*

The Chelseas in Vermont, Massachusetls and elswhere derive from the London Chelsea.

"

As a genealogical researcher I was well aware of primary and secondary
sources of information. Primary sources being those which were recorded at
the time of the event or happening, while the second type are composed of
peoples' memories or thoughts, not quite as reliable but useful for colour or
embellishment.
Finally, I did not wish my story to be useful only to historians but that it
should have a wider, or popular, readership of young and old "The Tale of
Two Chelseas" is the result. The dates and happenings are as accurate as my
sources have provided. I know that there are bound to be errors and
omissions, and for these I apologize. I hope the reader will enjoy my story as
much as I had in its relating.

Patrick M. O. Evans

III

A Tale of Two Chelseas
The Beginning
The Gatineau where the Chelseas are situated is an extensive area in the
Province of Quebec, directly north of Ottawa, Canada's capital. The hills of the
Gatineau, formed as the earth took shape, are some of the oldest in the world,
being part of the Canadian Shield, formed of Pre-Cambrian granite.
The river which flows down the valley formed by the hills was named
after Nicolas Gatineau, Sieur du Plessis, a member of the Hundred Associates,
a notary of Three Rivers and Montreal. Tiring of his legal responsibilities and
seeking the wherewithal to return to his beloved France he turned to the
exploration of the forested countryside which might provide for this need
through hunting and trapping. Gatineau was not to realize his dream; as
legend says, he lost his life on the river's reaches.
Radisson and Desgroseillers, also from Three Rivers, intrepid coureurs de
bois, made use of the Gatineau River as a route for their canoes, passing via
the St. Maurice and 51. Lawrence Rivers, thence to the Gatineau and finally
westward on the Grand River.
Champlain, as he travelled up the Grand (now the Ottawa) River, could
not have missed the blue-green of the Gatineau's hills to his north. Indeed it
is possible he would have poked the bow of his canoe a mile or so up the
mouth of the Gatineau River in curiosity.
These men, however, were merely passers-through and cannot be
considered as settlers. It was as late as 1800 that we find the American,

Philemon Wright, from Woburn, Massachusetts, arriving at the junction of
the Ottawa and Gatineau Rivers, to establish his Wright's Town on the
western bank of the latter river. In time, the settlement changed its name to
Hull, and Lower Canada became the Province of Quebec.
Although Wright and those whom he had persuaded either to
accompany, or to follow him later, were, for the most part,

till~rs

of the soil,

Napoleon had other ideas. History tells us that Bonaparte closed the Baltic to
the British, with whom France was then at war, forcing the government of
the' day to seek elsewhere, namely Canada, for timber to be used in its ship·
building programme. Overnight Wright and his associates became timber
merchants; the first raft of timber being floated down to Quebec City by
Wright, his son Tiberius, and two other men, in 1806.
He was warned that there would be difficulty getting his raft past
Montreal, but Wright, not a man to be balked, persisted and eventually won
through. The trip was made as a speculation and he was lucky to make a sale
as the New Brunswick timber men, being nearer the shipping point, had got
there ahead of him. The Gatineau had entered the timber and lumber trade.

Native People
Up to this point only those of white skin have received mention. It now
seems appropriate to remember the Indians and their antecedents, those
human beings so vividly described by Richard E. Leaky in his book The

Making of Mankind, who for twenty thousand years or more roamed this
continent and must have trod the dense forested land we know as the
Gatineau.
2

Philemon Wright did, in fact, have two encounters with Indians, the first
being as he led the settlers from Montreal westward to the Gatineau River
where it empties into the Grand River. Apparently the party was having
difficulty travelling the frozen Grand, as the ice had to be tested every now
and again to see whether !t could support the heavily loaded sleighs, when
they were met by an Indian and his wife pulling their child on a small bark
sleigh. The Indian was more than just friendly. Leaving his wife to fend for
herself and child for several days he guided the settlers safely to their goal.
The second meeting with natives was somewhat later, when the
settlement was in its early stage. Two Indian chiefs from the Lake of Two
Mountains arrived on the scene, questioning the right of the settlers to cut
down trees, fearing the ruin of their sugaries and hunting grounds. The
Indians had little conception about land ownership as they believed the Great
Spirit had provided the land to be used by mankind not to be possessed by
individuals.
Wright was required to return to Montreal to obtain the necessary
documents, and was able to reassure the Indians that the timber was being cut
merely to house the settlers. The weapons, which were in evidence, were for
their protection from wild animals and for hunting. Much to his surprise and
pleasure Wright was adopted by the Indians, Receiving the title of 'The
White Chief of the Ottawa":
One wonders what were the thoughts of the two chiefs at the wholesale
stripping of the forested land which followed so shortly afterwards in
response to the demands of Britain for Canadian timber.
• The title of a novel by a Wright descendant, Bertha (Wright) Carr-Harris, 1903.
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Settlement Spreads
There was, in the early settlement days, a situation akin to the English
"lord of the manor" concept where Philemon Wright was looked upon as
"The Squire". Indeed, he was at times called by that sobriquet. As a matter of
fact, most lands granted were made through him because of the capital he was
able to invest. He, in his capacity as land agent, was the key to whom
intending settlers turned.
Resulting from the land grants, and purchases by the few who were in the
fortunate position to be able to do so, the original settlement in a few years
started to spread; at first slowly then with gathering momentum, as
addhional New Englanders joined their friends. The troubled times in
Ireland brought a sizeable influx of immigrants from that country, leavened
by a sprinkling from the rest of the United Kingdom. French Canadians, who
were, of course, already in this country began a slow infiltration into the -area.
This led to the establishment of new communities to the east of Wright's
Town, at Pointe Gatineau, Templeton, Limbour and Farmer's Rapids, the last
so named because a wealthy Englishman with the name of Farmer brought
his family, friends, servants, along with all their chattels, in a rented ship, to
settle there. The move north saw the development of Ironside, called thus
because it was the shipping point for the nearby iron mines. Ironside later
became the piling place for logs. Chelsea and Wakefield were both part of the
move northwards, as was Cantley on the east side of the Gatineau River.

4

The spread westwards is of historic interest because the Indians, and
subsequently, the voyageurs, had used a trail there as a portage for their
canoes past the Deschenes Rapids for centuries. Philemon Wright had seen
the need for a depot about eight miles west of his settlement where farmers
could bring their grahl for milling at his grist mill in Hull. He decided to
build a road to the depot, the old portage trail not being practical, because of its
ups and downs and its many twists and turns. As Wright had paid for the
road, he instituted a charge for its use. This involved a toll gate, and the
practice was to turn the pike or pole placed across the road to allow passage
through, once the toll had been paid. Such roads were called turnpikes.
Wright named his new depot, appropriately, Turnpike End. Later, Charles
Symmes, nephew of Wright, moved to the depot and developed a village
there. Because the new community was a point of embarkation for steamer
travel, then coming into vogue, it was dubbed Symmes Landing-the.
steamers used to dock at the hotel Symmes had built at the river's edge. Still
later the community became Aylmer, named after an early Governor-inChief (Governor-General).

The Economy
Timber and farming were the mainstays of the economy for the greater
part of the 19th Century. There were, in addition, a number of secondary
industries. For example iron, mica, lead, tin, and even marble were
discovered and mined. The returns from capital invested in the mines
depended on variables; the extent of the deposits, ease of extraction, available
markets and transportation costs, to mention a few. The small community
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bearing the name Ironside reflects the type of mining for which it was a
shipping point. Ironside, incidentally, was used as a log piling ground. This
community was important because self-propelled vessels could reach that far
up the Gatineau River and thus it became a busy little port.
Another small business was the production of potash" . Although
profitable it remained almost a one-man operation. A number of cottage-type
industries were practiced, once the needs of their own families were satisfied.
These will be dealt with later.
.Timbering and lumbering have been well covered by such noted authors
as John W. Hughson, Courtney c.J. Bond, Dr. Charlotte Whitton, and others.
It is .not proposed to echo their narratives, but to turn instead to the topic of

farming generally, and in particular, as it related to Chelsea and vicinity.
The farms which surrounded the burgeol)ing village consisted of land
grants acquired through arrangements with Philemon Wright, in his capacity
as land agent, and later with his heirs. Land could also be purchased by those
with sufficient cash to pay for it, or by the barter system, especially when ready
money was not always at hand.
Depending, more or less, on the luck of the draw, the land transaction
could be very much a "pig-in-the-poke" deal. One lot. might be covered with
red or white pine or both, in any case a prime harvest. A second lot could be
rocky, with little soil to support the raising of any type of edible crops. These
"until about the middle of the last century most of the world's potash was
obtained from wood ashes. The ashes sometimes mixed with lime were
leached with water and the resultant liquid was evaporated to dryness in cast
iron pots. It was used in soap and was an excellent fertilizer.
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would be used chiefly for grazing or haying purposes. A third lot could be so
swampy it would take a major effort to drain it. Combinations and variations
of all three were not uncommon. The lots granted were usually of 200 acres
per head of family, but could, and did, vary both upwards and downwards. A
person could own more than one lot, either adjacent or separated by
intervening lots· owned by others. Many a lot changed hands, being bartered
for nothing more than a pair of good boots or a calf. Land was so plentiful at
the time that a dollar could buy an acre.
Before a settler came into full possession of land through a grant, the
terms of the deal required a commitment to erect an accommodation for
living quarters and the clearing of trees from a certain acreage, preparatory to
the planting and harvesting of cash crops. A time limit was set and became
part of the agreement.
Not all persons granted land intended to occupy or develop it. In some
cases the grantee disposed of the land to another person who took on the
commitment. Others receiving grants, for one reason or another, ignored the
deal, and, in consequence, the property eventually came into the possession
of someone else.

Down On The Fann
Life on the farm was stern and demanding for the settlers as they struggled
for their very existence. First came the task of providing shelter for
th7mselves and their domestic animals. For the most part, the needed
material was right at hand. All that was required were strong arms, an axe or
two, and the know-how. Even the lack of spikes and nails presented little or
7
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no problem, as the structures were fitted together by an ingenious system of
joints and hardwood pegs. Chinking against wintery blasts was a matter of
using day, hammered into place with a mat oE hay or moss, also readily
available. To this was sometimes added a surrounding bank of earth or
sawdust. The floor was generally of earth, but sometimes a layer of logs, with
their topsides hewed flat, would be added. The fireplace, which supplied both
heat and a cooking place, was a crude affair with a simple exhaust for the
smoke. The smoke exit consisted of a hole in the roof or a makeshift chimney
of logs and clay, the latter pract,ice having been used for many years in New
England, as a temporary expedient: These first shelters were rough and
"The Rev. J.1. Gourlay describes such a fireplace and chimney in his "History
of tne Ottawa Valley"-1896 pp 47 & 48:
"Chimneys were very wide and low, causing free circulation of air, pure and
wholesome, they had such a fine draught. If a stone could be found large
enough to stand on the ground against the wall, it was set up; if not a piece of
thin wall was built with stones and blue clay mortar to keep the fire from the_
logs or wall of the building. Then, two crooked cedars were got and the ends
pointed or thinned to drive into the chinks between the logs on each side of
the stone work. The other ends pinned to the beam across the house about
four feet in from the end wall. Cedars were cut to length for these laths from
one side to the other. The first lath was laid in a good bed of clay mortar on
the stone work on the back. Then the cedars flatted a little on their upper side,
had a bed of mortar laid on and laths cut laid on them across the lath on the
back; some of them nailed in the end to the crooked cedars, laid in plenty of
mortar. When they reached to the level of the highest ends of these crooked
ced.ars with the three sides or back and two sides they laid a lath in mortar on .
the beam and formed the fourth side. So they built the chimney which they
calIed a fireplace tiII they got above the scoops. The substitute they made for
hair in the mortar was cut straw or beaver meadow hay, cut with the axe on a
block sometimes pounded to make it the more pliable. The back was kept
straight with the house wall but the other three sides were drawn in so that
from five or six feet wide at the bottom it could end in three by two feet at the
top. The mortar was laid to give three quarters of an inch on the inside of the
laths, and made smooth to be safe. They often caught fire but a cup of water
thrown against it generalIy extinguished it.
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ready, being constructed initially of round logs. As time passed they were
replaced by better buildings, either of squared timber or sawn lumber. It was
the establishment of the sawmills which provided the boards and planks used
in later construction. Nails and spikes were made by the local blacksmith or
were obtained from Hull or Montreal as were other metal objects before a
blacksmith's shop was instituted.
Some prodigious journeys, on foot, on horseback or by canoe were made
by settlers, to procure tools, foodstuffs, seed grain and other scarce
commodities, from sources which were often many miles away. Many an
odyssey was also undertaken, by both men and women and even older
children, to dispose of surplus horne products at markets, which might
consist of a single habitation or a market place in the nearest community.
As trees were felled, either for local consumption or for the trade, the
ground where the trees had grown was used for edible crops, these being
sown between the stumps, the latter being burned for making potash.
Sometimes the stumps were removed by teams of horses or oxen making it
easier to plough. Often ingenious devices were invented and constructed to
remove stubborn stumps and huge boulders. Stones of all sizes were dragged
on stone boats to the edges of the property to form loose stone walls. The low
stone walls were heightened, at times, by adding wood railings, usually of
cedar. The tree roots themselves were sometimes dragged into rows to serve
as a type of fencing. Fencing was erected not only for keeping herds and flocks
from straying but also in an endeavour to keep out predatory animals.
There was a multitude of daily and seasonal chores to be accomplished on
the farm: everything from fashioning a wooden plough blade, feeding and
9
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watering the livestock, feeding the poultry and gathering the eggs,
constructing a chair, spinning wool, cooking meals and so on. To perform
these, and to meet other challenges, large families were the fashion, or
perhaps a necessity, the sons being built-in labour to help father in the fields,
the bush or the farmyard. The daughters of the family were mother's helpers
in the kitchen, the vegetable plot and looking after the toddlers. The older
girls did not shirk from sharing the chores of their brothers in the yard and
fields. Some daughters, if born with a "green thumb", became understudies
for their mothers in the herb plot or corner. The herb garden provided the
,

ingredients for an amazing list of remedies for ailments and injuries which
plagued man and beast.
Unfortunately, with the large family came attrition in the form of diseases
which did not respond to mother's remedies and which sometimes resulted
in death. Likewise, accidents, at times, proved fatal to those who suffered
them, or resulted in a crippling disability which would have to be borne for a
lifetime. There 'were few practitioners of medicine-the Rev. Asa Meech
being one. Consequently much was left to the care of the women, especially
those skilled in midwifery, when occasion demanded the latter.
De$pite these vicissitudes, or perhaps because of them, most families
survived the first years, and life, as time passed, became slightly less
demanding. By mid-century some of the farm chores, depending upon the
season, were transformed into party affairs or "bees". These were, according to
one lady of some eighteen summers, in a letter to her 15 1/2 year old girl
friend; corn husking bees, quiltings and apple parings, culminating in dances
or simple playacting. To these may be added maple-sugarings, barn raisings,
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berry picking parties and other operations made easier by many hands to
perform, all in an atmosphere of fun and laughter. Neighbours were good
neighbours indeed.
The mid 1800's saw a measure of time for everybody which could be used
for more leisurely pursuits, without neglecting the customary chores.
Artisans, and those artistically inclined, carne into their own, producing
works of art, which while pleasant, and often beautiful to look upon, were
articles designed to serve a useful purpose. Many males of the household
were skilled with wood-working tools and produced articles of furniture and
other furnishings, a number of which replaced the earlier crude make-shifts
which had to serve while the task of survival had first call on their time and
energies.
The women and girls were, for the most part, adept in what may be
termed womanly aptitudes. Sewing, stitchery, knitting, tatting and
needlepoint were amongst their skills. Some of their creations of a century
and a half ago have been handed down from generation to generation and are
still a joy to behold and to wonder at. In baking, cookery and other culinary
skills, in which they were well versed, the ladies produced appealing
triumphs of their arts-appealing not only to the eye and the nose, but to the
palate. It is likely that to-day's bake and handcraft sales, along with church
suppers and other kindred events are directly descended from the earlier
skills of grandmothers and great-grandmothers. All this is not to say that sex
divided the skills. Many a man has produced a creditable meal and the
women have created many useful articles of household furnishing. Both
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sexes took to sketching and painting, and unless one was in the know, poems
and other writings could not be attributed to one sex or the other.
As chores became less burdensome leaving time for more leisurely
inclinations, especially in the springtime, when "faint heart never won fair
lady", it is not surprising that the farmer's son walked-or, if he was in a
hurry, which he generally was-rode over to do a little courting of one of the
neighbour's daughters. A glance at an 1875 map of Old Chelsea and its
environs demonstrates the intermarriages of neighbours with neighbours.
\

Mention has been made of the ever-present chores around the farm.
Herewith a brief list which will undoubtedly evoke memories, or may be
entirely new to some of the younger readers. Can you remember?
filling the woodbox
dumping the ashes
turning the whetstone
repairing a whippletree
making a rag mat
making candles
helping to fill the ice house,
or bringing in a block of ice

stooking hay
churning ice cream
shearing sheep
digging a well
setting traps
killing the Christmas Turkey or goose
sharpening the axe or kitchen knives
bringing in the cows for milking

It must not be construed that farming was on an equal footing,
economically, with timbering and lumbering, but rather that they went handin-hand. For example, the farms provided the hay for the horses used in
hauling out the logs ready for the spring drives down the creeks and rivers.
The horses themselves were reared on the farms, being sold to the lumber
companies for use in the bush, or if not sold the horses were hired, with their
owners or drivers. Then again, the farms were sources of manpower, as the
men on the farms turned to the timber trade during the winter months.
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The rocky nature of the countryside limited the number of productive
cash crops. The mixed farming practised was usually able to provide for the
family in the matter of food and clothing. Surplusses, as has been noted, were
of course disposed of for a profit. Some of the products which fitted this
category to a greater or lesser extent were honey, butter, jams, jellies, apples,
vegetables, berries, bread and pastry, meats from domesticated or wild
animals, shot or trapped, eggs, chickens, ducks, geese, lamb, mutton and wool
from the sheep, and tanned leather. Flax and hemp were both grown, and
even whiskey was distilled. In fact the "bees", earlier mentioned, were not
complete without this liquid refreshment being served. At times too much
was imbibed and things got a little out of hand. In 1851 the Sons of
Temperance was organized. Subscribers were expected to take the pledge,
abstaining from consuming alcoholic drinks, excepting for wine and beerbeer was banned a short time later.
There was little cash in circulation in the early days of settlement. 'What
coins there were in one's pocket could be a strange mixture of British
sovereigns and half sovereigns, American dollars, as well as French and
Spanish currency. Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that a
system of bartering prevailed.
A visit to Upper Canada Village gives a good indication of life on the farm
in the mid or late 1800's allowing for differences of location.

The Chelseas
To understand the positioning of most communities in the western part
of Quebec, the two "W's", water and wood, were of paramount importance in
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the days of settlement. The rivers, streams and brooks were routes along
which logs were sent to the mills. These·water "roads" also served as a means
of canoe travel for human beings in the summer, and in winter their frozen
surfaces became unobstructed trails for travel by sleigh. It should be
remembered that roads and highways, as we know them to-day, were
creations of the future, unknown to those who lived in the first quarter of the
19th Century. First came the walking and horseback trails which wound their
ways through the thick woods and bush, always seeking lines of least
resistance. These passages were often widened and improved to take wheeled
traffic, by the judicious placing of wooden bridges and the use of earth and
stone fill in the gullies. Such road work was designed to afford more direct
rout~s

for horses and oxen drawing loads; although oxen were not used much

after 1830, even for ploughing. A day's travel by horses, with a full load being
drawn, was about ten or twelve miles.
Two stories will suffice to illustrate the problems of travel in the mid
1800's. While the tales involve two brothers Chamberlin, sons of Josiah and
Sophia (Frost) Chamberlin, there is no connection between the stories.
The older brother, Charles Waters, living in Old Chelsea, on being
interviewed, at the age of a hundred or more, told the reporter that he
remembered, from his boyhood, the journey to Hull and back as an overnight
affair. He recalled that on the return trip, upon reaching the bottom of
Christie Wright's hill (Christopher C. Wright lived at the top of the hill-the
hill which later was known as Mile Hill) the loads had to be taken off and
skidded up by chains. In describing this obstruction to smooth travel the old
gentleman said "The long hill was much steeper than now" (1924). The
whole road was, at first, only a sort of trail through the thick bush. One had to
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wind around sh,lmps and pick the best spots. Nobody ever dreamed of getting
home the same day they started when they went to Wright's Town or
By town".
Water's youngest brother, Albert, lived with his wife, Jennie (Doxie) and
family, in a house which stood, and still stands, at the junction of Highway
11/105 and the Scott Road, (N.C.C. Heritage No. H14-132.) In their time there
was only a bush trail between their home and Old Chelsea. Chamberlin
marked a line of trees with strips of white cloth, from their home to the
village, so that Jennie could find her way when she visited relatives or the
store in Old Chelsea.
The second "W"-wood-was used, as we have seen, not only as a
product for sale, but to provide shelter both for humans and domestic
animals, in the form of houses, barns and stables, etc. on the farms, and to a
lesser extent in the villages.
Where there was water power to run either sawmills or gristmills, and
often both, a community generally evolved. This is what happened at Chelsea
prior to 1825 when Thomas Brigham, one,of Philemon Wright's sons-in-law,
had Josiah Chamberlin' (father of the two brothers, of earlier mention) erect
both types of mil)s, on his property, on the Chelsea creek.

Naming Chelsea
Josiah Chamberlin was one of the four millwright brothers who set up
Philemon Wright's mills. Upon compietion of the job he elected to remain in
Canada, settling a t Kirk's Ferry.
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Two men early associated with the village have each been credited with
naming it "Chelsea". The one is the above Thomas Brigham, and the second
was Thomas Brigham Prentiss, an uncle-nephew team, both from Chelsea,
Vermont. Prentiss ran a store and post office in Old Chelsea for some years
prior to both operations being transferred down the road, to new quarters
constructed to receive them in the newer Chelsea which was slowly
developing about the mid 1800's.
As the second half of the century opened changes and development were
gradually taking place. The first signs of the 19th Century "urban sprawl"
were observed in the area, as the tempo of lumbering increased on the
Gatineau River's lower reaches.
In 1832, the Gatineau Privilege, a timber cutting permit, was granted by the
Crown Timber Office to Tiberius, Ruggles and Christopher Columbus Wright,
sons of Philemon Wright, who himself was busy as a member of parliament
at Quebec City at the time. Each of the brothers was permitted to take out 2000
pieces of red pine annually, on the Gatineau River. In addition, Peter Aylen"
and Thomas McGoey were also permitted to cut 2000 sticks, by the same
privilege. In 1835 the Gatineau Privilege was re-negotiated to bring in two
Hawkesbury partners, George Hamilton and CA. Low. (It is possible that the
latter's name was used for the village near the Paughan Falls). At the same
time the permit was extended to operate until the autumn of 1843. Things

"Peter Aylen had come to Canada, in 1815, as a 16 year-old. He grew into a
rough tough timber man. He married Ellen Ferris in 1821. He died in 1861.
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were on the move, on the Gatineau River, which would have an effect on
communities adjacent to the river.
In the summer of 1839, the old squire, Philemon Wright, breathed his last;

Philemon Junior, his oldest son, had died as a result of a coaching accident in
1821-Abigail Wyman, Philemon Senior's wife had died 10 years before her
husband. Two years'later, in 1841 (the year of union between the two Canadas,
east and west), Tiberius died. He was followed in another two years by his
brother Christopher Columbus. The Wright stars which had shone so brightly
for so many years were gradually twinkling out. This left one brother,
Ruggles, who himself was having difficulties with his nephew, Alonzo, son
of Tiberius, over property which had come into the possession of the Wrights
in earlier years and which was the subject of a number of wills as, one by one,
they died.
, Alonzo settled on property on the east shore of the Gatineau River, at
Limbour, (which had been his father's). In time he was to become a member
of parliament, as his grandfather had been before him. He was given the title
"King of the Gatineau" in tribute to him and the position he held in the
society of the day. He married wealthy Mary Sparks, daughter of Nicholas
Sparks, after whom Nicholas and Sparks Streets in Ottawa are named.
As the power and influence of the Wrights dwindled a new name, that of
Gilmour,borne by brothers James and Allan, came upon the scene. The
Gilmour timber operations were destined to have a profound influence on
the Chelsea area and its development, especiaily along the road which
extended northward from Hull roughly parallel to the Gatineau River, and to
the west of it. The centre of the Gilmour logging interests was the newer
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Chelsea, about a mile and a half eastward of the logging operations at Old
Chelsea, or as it was sometimes called, Upper Chelsea. As Gilmours, and later
Gilmour-Hughson, employed a large number of men the face of the newer
Chelsea gradually changed as houses were built to be closer to the job. There
were a number of hotels and some stores were opened about mid-century.
Between 1850 and 1885 the two Chelseas each came to be served by post
offices-and still are, a hundred years later· -emphasizing an artificial split
between the two. Finally the autoroute, constructed in the 1970's, with its
humpback bridge on the Chelsea road tends to set the seal on the division.
Nowadays Old Chelsea is usually called by that name, but the "New" is
generally dropped from the newer Chelsea unless distinction is required to.
identify one from the other.

The Village of Old Chelsea
'The village of Old Chelsea was in the 19th century, and still is, the focal
point to which the trails, and later the roads led from the farms which
surrounded it.
Situated here were the services which provided what was lacking on the
farms. A blacksmith fashioned the ironware: hinges,gate latches, spikes, nails
and the many items and tools for farm and bush which the farmer did not
have the time or skill to manufacture himself. One looked also to the
blacksmith to make ornamental railings to be placed around the graves and
·Postal service at Old Chelsea ceased on July I, 1986
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plots of departed relatives. The gates at the entranceway of the old Protestant
Cemetery reflects the blacksmith's art. A simple cross made of strap iron
marks the grave of a departed soul in St. Stephen's Cemetery. An inscription,
made with a punch, at one time gave the statistics, but these are rapidly
rusting away through the ravages of time and weather.
A tannery prepared leather for making numerous articles-harness and
collars for the horses and footwear for the farmer and his family were the
run-of-the-mill items (see Appendix D).
The village or general store, usually housing a postal service, carried a
plethora of items to satisfy the needs and wants of customers from the farms
around and the villagers themselves. It was the meeting place to which
people gravitated to pick up their mail, to buy from the selection offered and
to stop awhile to socialize with others and perhaps to exchange gossip,
remedies, recipes and inevitably to talk about the weather, and depending on
the season, the crops being cultivated.
The saw mills and grist mills performed the services usually associated
with these operations. Thomas Brigham owned one of each and later Charles
Waters Chamberlin had a sawmill on his property.
Another institution was the local hotel, inn or house. The two Chelseas
were both well provided with these. While not prime examples of the
modern-day Hilton Hotels, with coloured T.V.'s in every room, they were
havens or stopping places to which the tired drivers headed their loads at the
end of a day's travel of 10 to 12 miles. The animals and their drivers, having
been fed, bedded down for the night, the men perhaps sharing the crude
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accommodation offered by the establishment. It goes without saying that the
inns or hotels-which were, for the most part little more than enlarged
houses-often purveyed liquid refreshment in their taverns.
Those researching heritage buildings in the Chelseas are faced with
problems, in that the majority are of wooden construction and are subject to
being destroyed by fire, razed, moved to another site or altered by additions or
deletions, with the consequence that the original structure is often not
recognizable. Complete records are not always available, sometimes being a
patchwork of recorded bits and pieces. Old Chelsea is favoured with a fair
collection of heritage buildings, most of which are over a hundred years old.
All the researcher is required to do is to gather the pieces and fit them
together, as in a jigsaw puzzle, so that a picture is revealed. The following are
"word" pictures of the Old Chelsea heritage buildings, some of which no
longer exist.

The Dunn Hotel
Letters Patent to Thomas Brigham in 1824

N.C.C. Heritage No. 14-055

This building was probably constructed of planks from the nearby sawmill
before 1875, to serve as a private house. It is believed that.Josiah Chamberlin
Jr., son of Josiah Chamberlin Sr., was the first occupant. Josiah Sr., one of four
millwright brothers, had set up both the gristmill and sawmill on Chelsea
Creek for Thomas Brigham.
In 1875, with an addition to increase its size, the one-time residence

became an inn, known as the Dunn House or Dunn Hotet named for its new
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owner JQlmny Dunn, a former "driver" on the Gatineau River. Dunn had
been in charge of the log drives between Eaton's Chute-where the Gatineau
River Yacht Club starts and finishes its races-and Ironside-on the outskirts
of Hull.
The Dunn Hotel was one of four hotels in the village, all run by Irishmen.
For the next twenty-five years it suffered growing pains, as the structure was
changed to meet the needs of passing years. In December of 1900, the inn was
destroyed by fire, but was replaced by the present one in the spring of 1901, a
carbon copy, with slight differences, of the first one.
The second version was built by Henry and Billy Fleury, a little to the east
of where the first had stood, It is entirely covered by tin, which is painted
green. The trim is white, contrasting well with the green walls.
Both old and new hotels were noted for their full-length verandahs across
their fronts, on two levels of floors. The newer version had its front v'erandas
extended around the corner and along the west side.
The large wing at the back originally had two large dormitories, reserved
almost exclusively for lumbermen. The logging in the area, and consequently
the mills, were going full blast. The hotel was a stopping place for both men
and teams engaged in the busy operation.
There were large stables for the horses to the west of the inn. There was
also a large dining room at the back of the hotel, and the bar did a roaring
trade until 1907 when all licensed premises in the municipality were closed.
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In 1962 the old hotel was moved back several feet to accommodate a road
change. At the same time, a white picket fence was added to enclose the front
garden.
When John Dunn died in 1896, his widow carried on with the hotel until
the bar was closed in 1907. The Dunns, mother and son, Michael, ran a store
and post office in the building. These services ceased in 1920.

The Blacksmith's Shop
. A blacksmith's shop was operated by Philip Leppard. Leppard was born in
Cowfold, England, on June 23, 1832. There he received his early education,
and later was apprenticed to a blacksmith, to learn his life-long trade. Young
and ambitious, he heeded the call to emigrate, his choice being Canada.
Upon coming to Old Chelsea he soon recognized that there was a place for
his training and skills. The lumbermen, farmers and miners all required his
services.
Leppard set up his 20' x 30' frame shop on the south side of the Chelsea
Road, about opposite the old school built in the 1920's which, in the 1980's,
serves as a library. Apparently he had to shore up his property with a
retaining stone wall, as it was close to a gully. The shop faced north, with big
double doors at the front, and large windows in the east and west sides. It was
roofed with hand-riven shingles.
Inside the lighting was by coal oil lanterns. The fireplace was an ample 6' x
4'. The bellows, anvil and bench vice were the largest available. The shop was
designed to accommodate teams of two horses. Leppard constructed his own
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rest for the horse's foot from a sturdy tree trunk, but at times, when his
"customer" became fractious, he would be required to hold the foot between
his knees-hence the vertical split in the middle of a blacksmith's leather
apron. Hanging on the walls were several pairs of various sizes of horseshoes,
all made up, waiting to be fitted and calked to suit each horse.
Philip Leppard was known for his work on iron, turning his skills to the
manufacture of implements and tools of that metal. He was also noted for his
sharpening of steel-edged tools. At times he entered the field of
woodworking, at which he was also adept.
The blacksmith's shop became the focus of the men of the village, who
made it a rendezvous while watching the smith at work. Discussion and
arguments on manifold subjects took place in the warmth generated by the
fire and the body heat of the animals. At times the blacksmith presented his
personal views, and although Leppard was only of average stature, his
muscles and the pounding of his hammer on the anvil, to emphasize a point,
saw him prevailing in any argument.
Generally the shop was closed on Sundays and other religious holidays,
unless it was to shoe a horse for a doctor. In Leppard's later years he would
put a set of eight shoes, up to size 6, on a team, for $2.40. He would also
remove a shoe, reset it, trim the hoof and reapply the shoe, all for .IS\! per
hoof.
Philip married Mary Ann Bradley, an Old Chelsea girl, born July 8, 1834.
They had seven sons and five daughters. The couple were well suited to each
other. Philip was a man of good humour, loving and generous. He cultivated
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massive flower and vegetable gardens and delighted in this hobby. Mary was
known as an "angel", for the numerous acts of kindness shown to the sick
and troubled in mind, in the area. The Leppards and their children attended
the Methodist Church in the newer Chelsea, being devout Christians.
Philip Leppard died, aged 76, on Easter Sunday morning, April 11, 1909, at
his home. He was buried in the Protestant cemetery.at Old Chelsea, a few
yards from his shop.
The property and buildings were passed on to one of the sons, Hartley,
born Dec. 3, 1882. Hartley did not claim to be a blacksmith, as his work had
been, up to then, in a mica mine. Nevertheless he had learned the smith's
traae from his father and decided to keep the shop open, but this service was
not to include the shoeing of horses. Like his father before him, Hartley was
skillful in all kinds of ironwork, the fashioning and repair of tools used both
in lumbering and on the farm.
Hartley Leppard married Allison Lang, and raised a family of four, one
daughter and three sons. Hartley passed away at the comparative early age of
43, on June 6, 1925. He, too, was buried in the Protestant cemetery at Old
Chelsea. It is sad to reflect that no memorial commemorates the lives of such
worthy inhabitants in the area.
Perhaps it is unfortunate that the Leppards' blacksmith's shop

wa~

removed from the local scene, thus denying future generations of children
the enchantment of stopping at the open doors on the way home from
school, attracted by the cherry redness of the fire, and perhaps to be allowed a
turn at the handle of the bellows. Children, and adults too, were in awe of
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what the smith could fashion from strips of iron strapping in front of their
amazed eyes. Today's youngsters may have never absorbed the smells created
by the application of hot iron to the hooves of living animals-horses and
oxen-and the odours of the animals themselves. They may have never
heard the sounds of .the smith's hammer on the anvil and the heated metal
being wrought; neither have they experienced the sizzling which arose from
plunging hot metal into a nearby tub of water.
As a postscript, it is interesting that a grandson of Philip Leppard, Clayton
Benedict, of South Hull, a few years ago came into proud possession of his
grandsire's gold watch and chain, complete with winding key.
Longfellow, the American poet wrote a poem about the village
blacksmith, one verse of which goes like this:
"And children coming home from school
Look in at the open door
They love to see the flaming forge
And hear the bellows roar,
And catch the burning sparks that fly
Like chaff from a threshing floor."

The Tannery
Operated by Seldon Church in Old Chelsea where he first lived in the mid
1800's. Ed Ryan, who was Secretary-Treasurer of the Council for West Hull for
a number of years, indicates that although the tannery was indeed
constructed, it was never operated to any extent.
The road to the tannery was about opposite Dean's Hotel, and led to the
Chelsea Creek as it curled past the southern side of the Protestant cemetery,
on its way to enter the Gatineau River.
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It is perhaps surprising that the tannery did not amount to much, as the

main ingredients-water and hemlock bark-were present in plentiful
supply. The problem could have been the scarcity of hides to be tanned.
There were successful tanneries at Hull, Bouchette, Maniwaki and
Gracefield. That at Bouchette operated for twenty years or more. (see
Appendix 0)

Padden House
. This house was probably the later home of the Padden family headed by
Th<;>mas Padden (1856-1943) and his wife, the former Julia O'Meara
(1867-1945). The Paddens had apparently lived previously in the Kingsmere
Mountain area.
Their home was situated about midway on the east side of what had been
designated on an early map as North Street. The map outlining lots and road
allowances also shows the present Scott Road as Peel Street.
While the Padden House was razed and removed some time between 1975
and 1985-it had stood abandoned for some years-the Padden name persists
in the side road which passes in front of where the family home had been.

Dean's Hotel

Letters Patent to Thomas Brigham 1824

N.C.C. Heritage No. 014-001

The original building consisted of a 16' x 20' structure of logs. In the 1870's,
a 24' x 38' front portion was added, in a framed barn style. Eventually the log
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portion was removed. Front and side verandas were built. These too were
modified from time to time as the edifice was adapted to serve different
purposes.
At one time, the building sported a new brick overcoat, induding a brick
chimney. During the course of years, the bricks were painted white. It has
been said more than once that the paint was the only thing that held the old
place together.
It is remarkable that not even staid old Ottawa can boast both a tin

house-the Dunn House-and a brick house-the Dean House, as separate
units, in the last quarter of the 20th Century that still serve after more than
one hundred years as places of shelter and sustenance for mankind, and,
furthermore, positioned a few yards from each other. To these may be added a
third hotel, now disguised as the Parkway General Store. These Old Chelsea
pensioners simply refuse to take their retirement.
In 1875 Ed Dean (1840-1898), whose wife, Annie Blake 0846-1874) and
infant son, Thomas, had both died the year before, ran the place as a hotel.
Many of the West Hull Council Meetings were held at Dean's inn, for which
he received .75¢ per meeting. It was at one of the council's gatherings that
Dean offered a portion of his property as a place for the

co~templated

new

municipal hall. This happened on Sept. 6, 1875, and apparently the offer was
gratefully received. By the following June the council was sitting in the new
hall for its deliberations.
In 1893 a bylaw was passed limiting the number of taverns in Old Chelsea
to one, presumably Dunn's Hotel, but business carried on through the back
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door-obviously Dean wasn't Dunn. The lines were longer here on Sunday
mornings than they were up on the hill, at St. Stephen's for communion.
Father Carriere, and after him, Father McNally pushed for prohibition to keep
their parishioners. Consequently in 1907, with the connivance of some of the
more mature citizenry of the day, the municipality voted against liquor, by
public referendum.
Shortly after prohibition, John Grimes bought the place and rented it to a
succession of families: In 1920 Grimes sold it to Billy Trudeau, who with his
wife, Fanny Aubin, ran a store in the building until 1930. It was William
Trudeau who preserved the gravestones of Thomas Wright and Rev. Asa
Me'ech by setting them in concrete in the Protestant Cemetery. Surely the act
of a public-spirited citizen was performed by this gentleman. Billy Trudeau
was followed at the store by one of his sons who operated a restaurant in the
old hotel. He in turn was followed by others who attempted to make a living
by a snack bar operation,
At the time of writing (1986), the building was completely remodelled and
received the name "Chelseas Restaurant,"

Sweeney's Hotel
This building may have been the subject of more metamorphosis than any
other in Old Chelsea, It is possible it may be the place where Thomas Brigham
Prentiss operated his store and post office, from 1830 to 1843, although no
documentation has been discovered to substantiate this.
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If the above theory is accepted there is a 32 year gap, between 1843 and 1875,

which cannot be accounted for by any written record. In 1875 it is known that
there was a tavern here operated by John Sweeney.
John Sweeney was a member of the McSweeney family which came from
Cork, Ireland. Here'is another instance where there was a change in surname,
the "Me" being often dropped. In 1864 John married Helen (or Ellen) O'Neil.
Mary, their daughter, worked in the bar, serving beer over the counter at .05¢
a glass. Lizzie Durbridge, who was an English girl married to Mary's brother,
worked across the road at Dunn's Hotel as a cook and waitress.
As well as being a tavern keeper, John Sweeney was a coachman for
Gilmour's Mills in the newer Chelsea. He used to drive John Mather, the
manager, to visit the logging shanties. Sweeney also brought the mail to Old
Chelsea from the train station at the newer Chelsea. John and his wife are
remembered for their habit of sitting on the veranda on summer evenings
both smoking their pipes.
Sweeney ran a store here for a period, and then the place was turned over
to Jack Hendrick, who sold it to Joseph Bilodeau. Bilodeau tore out the old
kitchen and built living quarters at the back. The old building has been a store
and post office periodically since that time. The store was then sold to Ronald
Donovan who operated both store and post office from 1943 to 1948. Once
again there were alterations, as Donovan had apartments built upstairs, also
changing the stairs in the front hallway to the far right.
In 1948 Gerry Murphy bought the store and remained there as storekeeper

and postmaster for the next 19 years at which time the Fisets bought it. After
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the Fisets came Bob and June Dompierre who have continued to serve in the
store, with June being the postmaster, for the last ten years. The store was
sold, in 1986, to Bob Dompierre's brother who after a six month trial returned
it to Bob and June.

Whittaker's Hotel & The Allen Home
Before 1875, Whittaker's Hotel, a squared log building, was located on the
COrner of the Scott and Chelsea Roads. There was another private house, also
of wood construction, which stood next to the hotel on the same corner. This
private home was occupied by the AlIens, one of the families who came from
New England with the Wright party.
Both buildings disappeared and the corner stood vacant until the
"gatehouse", from Gilmour's Mills in the newer Chelsea, was moved to the
site in 1926. It was moved by Tom Padden who was the watchman for the
Gatineau Power Company which had taken over the' area previously
occupied by the Gilmour operation.
An interesting story about Whittaker's was related by Isobel (Lyd) Ryan in
the 1979 issue of "Up the Gatineau!" ...."An 89 year old man, named Kennedy,
of Allumette Island, told the story that his father's wedding party was at
Whittaker's, and that he and his bride were driven out from Ottawa in the
Governor General's carriage which was for rent when not required for official
purposes."
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Chamberlin's Big & Little Houses
These two framed houses, the Little House, on the corner of the Padden
Road and the Scott Road, and the Big House, next to it, were built as cottages
by the Chamberlins prior to 1875.
The Big House was built first and was owned by John Chamberlin, a
younger brother of Josiah Jr. and Charles Waters. A still younger brother
Albert Chamberlin owned a house at the junction of the Scott Road and
Highway 105. It was Albert who marked the trees to keep his wife on the trail
between their home and Old Chelsea.
In 1861 John Chamberlin married Angela Wyatt Allen. The Aliens lived
in a house-gone by 1900-0n the corner of the Chelsea and Scott Roads, next
to Whittaker's Hotel-also gone. This marriage is not surprising seeing that
the two principals lived less than a hundred yards apart.
The Little House was built some time after the larger one, but before 1875.
It was a smaller version of the Big House and except for size they were twins.

This building was rented to summer tenants for many years.
Mrs. Chamberlin is remembered in the village as a widow, living with her
youngest daughter, Hattie, and her granddaughter, Myrtle Laura, whom she
raised following the death of the girl's mother. The neighbourhood children
called Mrs. Angela Chamberlin "Aunt Jelly", which seems appropriate.
Hattie Chamberlin was quite the belle in her day. She was married in the
Big House.
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Both houses were bought by the Murphy boys, Paddy and Johnny, around
1910. They were the sons of James Murphy, who was born in County
Wexford, Ireland, in 1832, and his wife Mary Barrett. The Murphy homestead
in Kingsmere was a well-known boarding house at the time. A third son,
Willy, was the celebrated stagecoach driver who transported many a cottager
to and from the train station at the newer Chelsea.
Paddy Murphy and his wife Anastasia (nee Welch) with their children,
Hved in the Little House. Paddy was noted for his fine stonework throughout
the Mackenzie King estate.
Johnny Murphy and his wife, Lottie (nee Elizabeth Charlotte Joyce) with
their nine children occupied the Big House.
The property at the rear of both houses extended to the Padden Road
where it runs north and south. The lawns were immaculately kept, as lawn
bowling was the favoured weekend sport.
The smaller of the two houses-or cottages-was remodelled and
winterized in the 1960's. The former verandah was removed and the ivorycoloured clapboard was replaced by stucco. The Big House remained the way it
had b.een for many years and was still in the Murphy family's possession at
last report. The former carriage house set back from the Big House is now a
utility shed.
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O'Meara House
Letters patent recorded in the name of Thomas Brigham, 1824
N.e.e. Heritage No. D14-372
This house, of squared logs, stands on the corner of the Scott and Padden
Roads. It was built before 1875, and a 1911 photograph shows that it was
whitewashed in those days.
O'Meara is the first name associated with this building. It is understood
that John O'Meara (<1835-1892) and his wife Mary Quinn (<1840-1910) moved
from the mountain ridge and lived here. Their nieces were Julia, who
married Tom Padden, and Bridget, who married Jack Reynolds. In the 1875
collection roll, John O'Meara is listed as a labourer.
A Burke family lived here next. They may be related to Thomas Burke
(<1841-1899), the lumberman who came from Ireland in the 1860's and settled
on the Mountain Road.
A succession of families occupied the building after the O'Mearas and
Burkes-The Keogans about 1908-1912, Hugh and Essie Fitzpatrick came
about 1912. In 1928 it became the Old Chelsea Post Office, with Grace Welsh in
charge. Grace also had a tearoom, and served meals by reservation. The
Dunlops came next, and in 1966 Malcolm McEwen and his wife Dorothy
Trudeau. In 1971 it was sold to Dieter Meynecht and wife Sheila Dwyer..
Currently, it is occupied by the operator of L'Agaric restaurant, on the corner
of the Scott and Chelsea Roads (the old Gatehouse).
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Brigham-Chamberlin House
N.C.C. Heritage No. Hl4-371
The Brigham-Chamberlin house is the oldest in the village of Old Chelsea.
Prior to being moved to its current site on the Padden Road in 1962, the
building had stood on the old Chamberlin farm for approximately 140 years,
being the original homestead. Apart from the move, caused when the Meech
Lake Road was rerouted in this century, the old building has remained
structurally unchanged, with the exception of the kitchen which was
removed. The only visible changes to its outside appearance were the
different colours of paint applied from time to time. Originally white, it has
since undergone several colour changes.
The Brighams and Chamberlins were related not only by marriage, but
also by business arrangements. The original Chamberlin farm appears to have
been adjacent to Thomas Brigham's property, separated perhaps by the trails
leading to Meech Lake and to Kingsmere. As Josiah Chamberlain supervised
the construction of Brigham's mills it is conceivable that he built his home
and barn nearby in order to be at hand when the mills were being erected.
Brigham's son, Charles Lennox, is listed in the 1861 census for West Hull
as 42 years of age, his trade being miller, his wife Louisa (nee Aylwin) is
shown as 29, and their children, Florence 3 and Mary Louisa aged 1 year. The
census also reported $800 invested in a sawmill which employed one man at
$20 per month.
In the same census, Charles Waters Chamberlin (he was later to marry

Louisa Abigail Brigham, widow of Charles Lennox) is listed as a 28 year old
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millwright. He may have been employed by the Brighams or by his brother,
Josiah Jr. who also had a sawmill and later lived in what was to become the
Dunn Hotel. Between them, the Brighams and Chamberlins owned most of
the land bounding Chelsea Brook's two banks.
Charles Waters Chamberlin lived to be over 100 years old, occupying the
old building for more than 75 of those years.

Hanratty-Reynolds House
Hanratty is the first name associated with this house which faces Scott
Road, not far from the corner where Scott Road meets the Chelsea Road. John
Hanratty, it is believed, constructed the front part using logs. It is not known
who completed it or when, but it was apparently in place in 1875 when West
Hull was incorporated as a municipality.
John Hanratty may be identified as the son of Patrick Hanratty (1820-1874),
a shoemaker, and his wife, Sarah Lynott (1832-1897) both buried in St.
Stephen's Cemetery. The 1861 census indicates the family as living in a 11/2
storey frame house on 1 1/4 acres of land. John, the son, is listed in the 1875
Collection Roll as a farmer.
In the early 1890's Jack Reynolds came into possession of the place,

receiving it from his younger brother, Tom, who had bought it but died
comparatively young, and with no family. Jack and his wife, Bridget O'Meara
(sister of Tom Padden's wife, Julia) undertook major renovations, raising the
existing building from its log foundation, and constructing a cellar
underneath. The back section was probably added at this time.
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Bridget O'Meara's parents were William O'Meara and Ellen Bradley. It is
possible that the O'Mearas lived in the house prior to the Reynolds family.
Joe Reynolds, the youngest of five children, occupied the house, with his
wife, Lena Larch, of Duclos, from 1940 to 1971. During this period clapboard
siding was installed to cover the former plaster finish. The colour of the
building remained the same; white.
In 1973, Joe's widow sold the
house to Del Trudeau and his wife, Patricia
\

Hogan, who rented it out. Del Trudeau may be identified as the son of Billy,
and the grandson of Narcisse Trudeau.

Thomas Brigham's Mills
An explanation by Isabel (Lyd) Ryan concerning the placing of the mills, of
which all trace has since vanished.
1.

2.

3.

These ruins are on Lot 14 in the 8th Range of the Township' of Hull.
Surveyor General Bouchette's Map Of The District Of Montreal,
published in 1831, shows a Corn Mill and Sawmill together on that lot,
in fact on the very site of the ruins.
They are the only mills shown in the vicinity, so they are probably the
same as "Saw and Grist Mill" mentioned by Philemon Wright eight
years earlier,. but said to be on an adjoining lot. On Oct. 23, 1823 Wright
.handed in to the Governor a return of the people settled on the 7th,
8th, 9th, 10th and 11th Ranges during the last two years by his agency.
An accompanying table (to Wright's return) of their improvements
(the people's) has a column for "sawmills" and the only entry therein
is a mill erected by Wright's son-in-law, Thomas Brigham, on Lot 14
on the 9th Range. "Grist Mills" were not marked on this table.
A notation by Wright, on the table, states that Brigham has erected a
"Saw and Grist Mill" which enabled the inhabitants to build and
without which they would not have been enabled so to do.

4. . The two different lots given for these mills may be explained by errors
in the first surveys. Brigham was granted Lots 13, 14 & 15 in the 9th
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Range which he was occupying on Mar. 4, 1824. It was not until Sept. 3,
1835 that he purchased from the Crown the north half of Lot 14 in the
8th Range.
5.

Another return by Wright also in 1823 may fix the date of the sawmill.
It lists four of Wright's farms then superintended by Brigham. The

location of these farms is not given but only one was said to contain a
sawmill. The return states that it was known as the Brigham Farm and
had been begun in 1822.
To Mrs. Ryan's explanation may be added that is was probably Josiah
Chamberlin Sr. who supervised the erection of both mills.
See next page for an interesting genealogical table.

The Gatehouse
This building once stood at the top of the hill on the north side of the Mill
Road. It served as the gatehouse at the Gilmours' mill operation. Apparently
it was supposed to have been used by the tollkeeper. It is doubtful that tolls
were collected for the use of the road but it's more likely a place where a
reckoning was kept of the loads of timber which passed through the gate.
When the sawmills were closed in the 1890's the building was rented to
summer tenants. The Bain family lived here for a number of summers.
Before 1926 when the Gatineau Power Company put in its dam and
powerhouse all the old buildings connected with the Gilmours' milling
business were removed from the island which was about to be "drowned" by
the backed-up waters of the river.
Tom Padden who was the watchman for the power company moved the
gatehouse to Old Chelsea, placing it on the corner of the Chelsea and Scott
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Roads where once had stood Whittaker's Hotel and the Allens' private
home.
Padden never lived in the house in its new location but rented it to
various tenants. The original building was extended at different times to
accommodate commercial enterprises. It is currently L'Agaric restaurant.

Dunnderosa Golf Clubhouse
Indications are that this building of squared timbers was constructed before
1873 by some person or persons unknown. James Grogan, blacksmith at
Gilmours' Mills acquired it and moved it to its present site, adding a framed
back section. Grogan lived in the enlarged building up to the year 1881.
During renovations more than a hundred years later the squared logs were
revealed to be still in good condition.
After Grogan came the Edmonds who must have lived in it only briefly, as
by 1889 William Ryan Senior had moved in. Whether these Edmonds were
of the Old Chelsea family which ran the store and post office is''uncertain, but
.. '.

it would seem likely.
William Ryan Senior's daughter, Ellen, married Michael Dunn, son of
Johnny Dunn, the former River Driver, who occupied and ran the Dunn
House (hotel). Annie, Michael's sister married Robert Ryan, a brother of
Ellen, and son of William Ryan Senior. Bob Ryan and his wife Annie
occupied the Dunnderosa property.
Michael, father of the present owner, Desmond Dunn, bought the property
from Bob Ryan in 1947. When the property was being developed as a golf
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course they were casting around for a suitable name when somebody
suggested "Dunnderosa", after the popular television programme of the day,
"Ponderosa". Initially the suggestion was looked upon with mild scorn, but
apparently second thoughts prevailed and "Dunnderosa" it became.
In 1980 a reunion was held on the site. The attendance far exceeded the
anticipations of the organizers, A family tree had been prepared prior to the
gathering for the amusement and information of the participants and many
new relationships were added to the genealogical exercise as a result of the
get-together. The long sheet showing the present tree, now in the possession
of Desmond Dunn seems to prove that every person whose family has
resided at Old Chelsea and its environs for any length of time, exceeding one
generation, is related to every other person. Furthermore, the various
properties have been in the possession of these families for several
generations and are often passed from family to family at the time of.
intermarriages, or shortly thereafter.
The pioneer Dunn was Michael from Tipperary in Ireland, He married
Bridget Scott.

The Sully Home
This building on Padden Road, at the Bend, was first occupied by a Sully
(see photo). It came into the possession, in succession, of Christopher P,
Boland, a Mr. Slabodian, Arthur Kellet, Irene Margaret (nee Trudeau)
(Boland) Lagace.
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During recent remodelling a newspaper was discovered in the walls,
dating the house at well over a hundred years.

Link-Hendrick Farm and Wright-Hendrick Farm
This two-storey brick

far~ouse

with its out-buildings is situated on the

south side of the Chelsea Road and west of Autoroute 5, not far from the Bell
Telephone switching station. The farm initially belonged to George Link and
his wife. George Link is believed to be the son of Francis Link (1791-1853) a
native of Herefordshire, England. George rented the farm to a Mr. Hopper for
a period of 15 years prior to selling it to John (Jack) Hendrick about 1905. This
would indicate that the construction of the house some time before 1890.
Jack, Mick and Martin Hendrick three brothers born on a farm on the west
side of the Meech Creek Valley. Jack Hendrick lived on Pine Road before
purchasing the Link farm. A year later Martin Hendrick bought the farm of
Thomas Link, brother of George Link. This farm was also situated on the
Chelsea Road, nearer the Gatineau River and east of Autoroute 5. Between
the two farms owned by the brothers Hendrick was a small nine-acre farm
owned by a Mr. Scanlon, this farm was eventually sold to Jack Hendrick.
The two Hendrick brothers married two O'Connor sisters from Wakefield.
Between them they had twenty two children, most of whom survived into
adulthood. Jack was the father of Leo, Gerald, Vince, Norah, Mary, Alma,
Ruth, Emmett and Lome. Leo and Vince, the oldest and the youngest, are the
two who continued to farm the original properties and who have played an
active part in the West-Hull Municipal politics.
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In 1916 Mick (Michael) Hendrick bought the old Christopher Columbus
Wright farm at the top of Mile Hill (Highway 11-105), probably from the
Wright estate. He and his wife had nine children, of whom Charlie and
Patrick (Pat) are the two who continued to farm in that area. Charlie occupied
the white painted farm house which had replaced the original home of
Christopher Colum'Qus Wright Senior. Loretta Hendrick the widow of Charlie
still lives in the house, with Charles Fennel, who ran the farm for many
years. The barn of this farm lies on the west of Highway 11-105. Pat Hendrick
lives in the red brick house further north of the barn and on the same side.
In the farmyard, just to the south and slightly back of the white painted
farmhouse is a small building now serving as a garage. This is the original
home of Christopher C. Wright Senior and which was replaced by the newer
building.
The Patrick Hendrick farm land, much of which has been sold in the last
quarter of the 20th Century, abutted the Garryhinch property of the Gilmours,
on the east side of Highway 11-105. Pat Hendrick also owned considerable
land north of the Gilmour properties and east of the railway track, and
extending as far as the Church-Meredith land in the outskirts of Chelsea.

St. Stephen's Roman Catholic Church
The original building was of wood, situated on a 100 acre lot presented by
Charles Lennox Brigham, a son of Thomas Brigham. The church must have
been constructed between 1838 and 1840 because it was consecrated by Mgr
Ignace Bourget of Montreal in the latter year. Word that such a building was
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planned appears in "Histoire Ecclesiastique" Tome 1, by the Rev. P. Alexis, de
Barbezieux Capucin, on page 196:
"Nous avon fait des arrangements pour la construction a Chelsea
d'une chappelle en bois."-1838
The parish of St. Etie1U1e-de-Chelsea was a mission serviced from Aylmer,
of which Rev. Father Desautels was the priest. On Oct. 15, 1845 the parish of
Chelsea became a separate entity, with Rev. James Hughes, who came from
Ireland, in charge. Father Hughes, the first of a line of priests, gave devoted
service for 14 years, and on his death he was buried in the basement of the
church, directly under the altar:
Bishop Guigues, of Bytown, visiting the area in 1848, found 130 Roman
Catholic families in the neighbourhood, on both sides of the Gatineau River,
including Cantley. In the same year Rev. Alexis in his "Histoire
ECclesiastique", page 259 notes that there were five churches constructed of
wood and mentions St. Stephen's as being one of them.
In 1877 came the decision to build a larger church of stone, to be sited

slightly to the south of the old wooden one. Work was started on the
structure in August of 1879. Despite the date 1879 appearing on the front of
the church it was not in fact completed until 1882.
"Histoire Ecc1esiastique Tome 1 par Ie Rev. P. Alexis, de Barbezieux Capucin.
p238 Un an plus tOt, Ie 14 decembre 1845, un missio1U1aire irelandais, Ie Rev.
M. Hughes, avait prise possession de la paroisse de Saint-Etienne de Chelsea.
Nous aurons amplement I'occasion de reparler de ces venerable missionaires.
Cette date du 14 decembre 1845, n'est point celie de I'installation de M.
Hughes, mais du premier acte qu'i1 signa.
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The stone for St. Stephen's was called Corkstown Road stone, being the
same as that used in the construction of the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa.
It became the practice, for a while, for the male parishoners to leave Old

Chelsea at 3.00 a.m. with a load of logs or hay for delivery in the city,
returning with a load of stone at 9 or 10 o'clock in the evening, which was a
shade faster than the overnight trip of earlier days.
The parish was visited from time to time by incumbent bishops. Bishop
Duhamel used to come from Cantley, crossing the river at Kirk's Ferry.
Martin Welch, from the Hollow, driving his team of greys, hitched to a twoseated buggy, met the ferry as it landed on the west shore and drove the
bishop to Old Chelsea. Bishop Duhamel came to preside at confirmations. He
usually stayed three days at the priest's house. At the end of the visit Martin
would drive the bishop to Masham.
The priest's house was built, incidentally, in the 1890's by a man by the
name of Spratt, a partner in the firm of Spratt and Freeman.
The ceiling mural, in St. Stephen's, which depicts the Assumption of the
Blessed Virgin Mary, was executed by an artist from Italy.
Church records show "Ie clocher fut construit vers 1894".
Strange as it may seem, St. Stephen's has celebrated two Centennials; once
in 1945, on July 21 (according to the "Ottawa Journal"), and again in 1979.
Perhaps this may be explained in the following way. The earlier one
celebrated the hundredth anniversary of the parish, when it separated from
Aylmer in 1845, becoming an independent parish. The second anniversary,'
celebrated as a garden party, at the end of June, 1979, marked the 100th
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anniversary of the start of construction of the stone St. Stephen's, and also the
134th birthday of the parish.
It is believed there was once a Women's Institute in connection with St.

Stephen's. No records appear to exist. Should such record of the ladies'
contributions be in private possession the incumbent priest would appreciate
either the originius, or at least photocopies, to place with the church archives.
A church hall once existed, behind the priest's house.
The beautiful old church is well worth a visit. Now-a-days, the spire is
illuminated at night, as if lighting the faithful who come to pray within its
sheltering walls.
Now for two or three tit-bits about Sundays:
A Sunday game, not always relished by the unprepared, went by the name
of "Old Testament", a question and answer game.
The parishoners from the Hollow used to go to church in bare feet, putting
on their footgear just before going inside. Thrift dictated this saving of boot
leather.
- and a smile - "Don't play ball in the front yard on Sunday, go round
the back."

The Cemeteries
There are two cemeteries in the village, one Protestant (it was a burying
ground then) and the other Roman Catholic. The latter is St. Stephen's, an
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adjunct of the church of that name. Letters Patent Thomas Brigham March 4,

1824"
The older of the two is the Protestant one, the land for which was given by
Thomas Brigham, one of the earliest settlers to own property in the area. This
cemetery, N.C.C. Heritage No. M14-007, is situated at the rear of the Dunn
House. It could be classed as abandoned but for the good offices of the
National Capital Commission (N.C.C.) which has kept a eye on it, carefully
mowing the grass each summer. It is likely that the immediate descendants of
those buried there have long since gone or they themselves lie buried
elsewhere, and thus relationship ties have been severed. Now and again,
because of its beautiful setting, "unauthorized" burials still take place. The
term "unauthorized" merely means that there is no person, or body of
persons, in authority or having responsibility for this cemetery. This may be
corrected in the near fu ture.
This burial ground is, of course, much older than the sign on the two
wrought iron gates, Chelsea Cemetary 1891,tends to suggest-yes, the sign
does read "cemetary".
Almost in the centre of the grounds is a stone in memory of Thomas
Wright, Philemon's brother, older by a year. The marker indicates that
Thomas died in 1801, a year after his arrival in the area. Although the stone
was set up as his memorial there is no

evid~nce

that his remains lie beneath,

or even in the cemetery. It is probable that the stone was incised and erected

"Quebec Archives, Hull
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years afterwards by his children. The stone, slightly cracked, was set in
concrete in 1955 by a concerned and public-spirited citizen, in an attempt to
preserve The Oldest Gravestone in the area of the nation's capital.
A tit-bit which may be of interest is as follows: Nathaniel Chamberlin
(three of whose children married three of Philemon Wright's), also died the
same year-1801-as the above-mentioned Thomas. To date no marker for
his grave has been located. A record located by one researcher suggests that
the body was taken back, for l:(urial, to Newbury Vermont, from whence the
family came. A search of the large burying ground at Newbury revealed the
last resting places of many Chamberlins but no stone or marker for
Nathaniel. Perhaps the answer is that none was ever erected, or if there was,
it was of wood, long since gone.
Another important memorial stone in this cemetery is that of the Rev. Asa
Meech, who settled in 1821 near the south eastern end of the nearby lake
which still carries his name. For years the local maps and roadsigns spelled it
"Meach". It was corrected by the N.C.C. about 1983. He was, it has been
claimed, educated at Oxford. He gave expression to his training as preacher,
medical man, shorthand expert, and he was an excellent farmer. His
memorial is also set in concrete.
The cemetery adjacent to St. Stephen's Church, N.C.C. Heritage No M14023 is much larger than the Protestant one. The memorials at this Catholic
cemetery naturally reflect the Irish influx. As is to be expected there is a small
representation of French-speaking families.
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Both cemeteries contain burial markers of many settlers of the Chelsea
area. Thumbnail sketches of some of the families may be found in Appendix
"AII,

Rev. Asa Meech
The primary concerns of the settlers, as has already been mentioned, were
weatherproof shelter and an adequate food supply. Having taken care of these
matters, thought was given to the spiritual welfare of their souls and the
education of their children.
A third element which caused some concern was the availability of
medical help when serious illness or accidents overtook members of the
settlement which. required treatment beyond their scope to provide.
However, it must be said the women of the settlement were, for the most
part, well versed in the treatment of common illnesses and simple acc,idents.
Their cures and remedies, handed down from one generation to the next,
often achieved remarkable recoveries.
Old Chelsea was most fortunate that a person who came to live in the
community, in 1824, embodied in himself the attributes and skills of
preacher, teacher and doctor. This paragon was the Reverend Asa Meech,
United Empire Loyalist, of Charlotte, Vermont.
Meech was descended, as were the Wrights, Chamberlins and others, from
English stock, transplanted early in the 17th Century to New England, thence
to the Wright's Town area in the beginning of the 1800's. He was born about
1774, but his birthplace has not been recorded-or if recorded, has not come to
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light-. He was ordained and served as Assistant Pastor from 1800 to 1802 and
then as Pastor until 1811, as the records of the First Congregational Church at
Brockton, Massachusetts, indicate. Meech acquired a degree from Brown
University in 1807. Family tradition says he also went to Oxford University,
in England, and should this be correct it must have been prior to 1800.
From 1812 to 1822 he was Minister at the Congregational Church at
Canterbury, Connecticut. The records of St. James Church, in Hull, however,
show him in this area in 1815. Perhaps he had a leave of absence from his
charge at Canterbury and was looking over the possibility of settlement in this
region. This had been the practice of a number of New
Englanders-including Philemon Wright who came to Canada three times to
explore the territory before finaIly settling in 1800. Be that as it may, two
hundred acres was granted to Asa Meech, in 1824, bordering the lake which
later bore his name. He located on Lot 21 in the 10th Range and there he built
his home-which still stands, a hundred and sixty years later-clearing the
land in order to establish his farm.
The Rev. Asa Meech was married three times, first to Mary DeWitt, who
died in 1809, leaving him with six young children, only two of whom
survived childhood illnesses. Within two years he married Mary's sister,
Maria, who bore him five additional children. It was with his second wife
that Meech came to Canada, first to Wright's Town, then to the Chelsea area.
It was shortly after their arrival in Wright's Town that tragedy robbed him of

Maria and her three youngest children. Apparently she was shepherding her
young flock across a bridge on Brewery Creek when the spring freshet of f822
washed it away with its human cargo and all were drowned. Meech had been
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away on a preaching mission-possibly accompanied by his two eldest
offspring-and only returned in time to conduct the funeral service for his
loved ones.
Meech married thirdly Margaret Docksteader, with whom he lived
happily and in constaht companionship for 26 years, lU1til his death in 1849,
at the age of 74.
The first services conducted by Rev. Meech took place in the homes of
settlers. Ethel Penman Hope, in an address to the Women's Canadian
Historical Society in-Ottawa, in 1925 (Vo!. 9 of the Society's Transactions)
indicated that Meech was buried in the cemetery beside the church where he
preached and taught the Sunday School-and day school during the week.
There are no remains of this church now, although there would have been
land enough to have supported such an edifice between the old burying
ground and Chelsea Creek.
Meech was well loved and respected by the people to whom he ministered
as pastor, teacher and doctor. His kindly deeds to all and sundry, of whatever
creed or birth, were long remembered.

Education
The Reverend Asa Meech is credited with teaching the settlers' children
prior to a school for a more formal education being established. It is likely that
Meech's first lessons were given in his own home and the pupils were some
of his own children and the offspring of his neighbours. Later, it is believed,
he taught in a small school house erected at the east end of the lake named
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after him. At times Rev. Meech extended his teaching area to include Chelsea,
on weekdays.
About four years before the arrival of the Meech family in this area an
"educated" American who visited Lower" Canada had this to say in a book he
wrote, in 1820, of his travels:
"The peasantry in Lower Canada, that is to say, the great body
of people is in a state of ignorance but little exceeding the
simplicity of the Indian tribes in their neighbourhood." (A not
too flattering appraisal of Canadians and their education)
An Order in Council dated August 6, 1862-is worded as follows:
"To erect into a school municipality under the same name of
St. Etienne, the parish of St. Etienne of Chelsea, in the county of
Outaouais, and to assign to the same the following limits.... the
road known by the name of Gatineau Road (Highway 105), west
of the Gatineau River... south to Lot 4 in the 4th Range, being
the property of Thomas Brigham."
There exists in the archives of the West Quebec Protestant School Board,
in Aylmer, an assessment book with yellowed blank forms-one of which is
portrayed elsewhere in this book-which indicates a -"Dissentient Minority".

""Travels in Lower Canada" by Joseph Sansom Esq'-,1820-p. 74. Originally
published in London, England-reprinted by Coles Pub Co., Toronto-copyright
1970
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Fourteen years later the Roman Catholic School of St. Etienne had been
joined by a Protestant education system, as this notation may be found in the
first minute book of the newly formed Municipal Council of West Hull:
"September 18, 1876. That the Secretary-Treasurer is authorized to
discharge the General Tax a/ c of the following taxes:
Protestant School House, Chelsea
School Commission d'Etienne

$1.50
$3.70"

The following recollections by William Ryan (1882-1970), probably dating
from the last quarter of the 19th Century add flesh to bare bones of what had
been recorded officially about the St. Etienne school which for many years
existed in a building situated between the old Edmond's house (where the
Edmonds ran a store and post office) and the old Dunn House, Prior to the
latter being burned to the ground in 1900.
Mr Ryan recalls the following families being represented by pupils at the
school:
Leppards, ChamberIins, Fleurys, Hadleys and Faras (Farris?) Two
others were Michael Dunlap and Kevin Mulvihill of Carman Road,
Farm Point.
Mrs. Burke, Gertrude Martin's mother, taught at the school. She had only
recently graduated from teacher training. She had 52 pupils, all grades. The
chairman of the school's board warned her about two rowdy boys-one being
a Sheffield-but they gave her no trouble.
Mrs Burke boarded at Dean's Hotel, for which she paid $4.00 per month,
out of a salary of $20.00. It was said she looked under the bed and in the
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cupboard before retiring for anyone who might be lurking in either place. The
teller of this gossip does not reveal whether the good lady ever made a
discovery, nor what she would have done had she encountered an intruder,
presumably a male.
Other teachers recalled to memory were a Mr. Ash, a Miss Lothian,
Mrs Cosgsove from Buckingham, Miss Amanda Stone Folsom from
the U.S.A. (She was the daughter of Enos Folsom and Mary Stone). She
married, in 1858, Thomas Bartlett Hudson (son of Josephus Hudson
and Deidamia Church) of the newer Chelsea. Another early teacher
. was a Miss Weymouth. She was Hannah Folsom Weymouth who
married Thomas Brigham Prentiss (he who operated the store and post
office in Old Chelsea before moving to Aylmer).
Not all these teachers taught at the St. Etienne school but did teach
at Chelsea-perhaps at the Protestant one in the newer Chelsea. We
know that in this century the teaching at St. Etienne's was performed
by the nuns.
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• The old school, by this time red-painted, with a bell cupola but no
bell, was razed by Bernard Trudeau in the 1940's. The Edmond building
next door was moved to the school's site, somewhat closer to the Dunn
House. The properties on which these buildings are situated, with the
cemetery to the south, were the only lots not bought by the Federal
District Commission (N.C.C.) in 1944 for $700.00.
From the foregoing it may be deduced that by 1876 the Protestants'
school (as were their churches) was situated in the newer Chelsea. The
school site was on Mill Road which led down to the Gilmour sawmill
operations.
Probably the building was initially of squared timber, later to be
clapboarded, by boards from the nearby mill. This two-storey edifice
served as the school until the 1950's when the present school was built.
The old school was converted to apartments and is still in use.
'Michael Newton, historian with the N.C.C., on page 8, of his
publication "The MacLaren Cemetery, Wakefield and the Old Chelsea
Protestant Burial Ground, Quebec" (1986) asserts that the school was
consumed by fire early this century.
An old photograph of the Dunn Hotel, taken before 1900, clearly shows
a building next to the hotel, Meech's church or the school. It is known
that the hotel burned to the ground in 1900, being replaced almost
immediately.
There is the possibility that the old log school next door could have
been consumed by the same fire which destroyed the hotel. As in the
case of the hotel the burned out school could have been rebuilt.
Apparently this is so as there are people alive who remember attending
the school well into this century. There's still a mystery about the
placement of Meech's church however, (see map showing the N.C.C.'s .
1944 purchase of land).
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Municipal Affairs
Hull Township held its first election in 1855. The mayor elected was
Christopher Brigham, a son of Thomas Brigham. There was a total of seven
council members, all with Anglo Saxon or Celtic names. The meeting hall
was located at Old Chelsea-its situation being unknown-until 1866, then at
the newer Chelsea until 1870 when it was moved to Wright's Town.
At some period a three-way division of the old Hull Township took place.
Wright's Town became Hull

~ith

its own mayor and council. The name

Wright was retained for an outlying portion of the town called Wrightville,
perpetuated to this day by a drycleaning establishment which embodies
Wrightville in its name.
The other two sections of the aforesaid division were South Hull and
West Hull. It is with the last-named we are concerned.
.Its territory consisted of an area, on both sides of the Gatineau River,
which were not parts of South Hull and Hull itself. It included Cantley on the
east and Ironside, Chelsea and Farm Point on the west side of the river.

First.Meeting
According to the provisions of the Municipal Code of the Province of
Quebec the First General Session of the Council Of The West Part of the
Township Of Hull was called for 10 o'clock of the morning of March 1st, 1875,
at the residence of Charles Kingsbury in the newer Chelsea-this house is
perhaps better known as the O'Neil House.
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There were only three items on the agenda, each involving motions.
Minute No.1

Timothy Moffat, farmer, was elected Mayor on motion
of Councillor Joseph Nadon, seconded by Councillor
Henry Crilly.

Minute No.2

Frean De Coeli shall be engaged as Secretary-Treasurer
on motion of Councillor Michael Burke, seconded by
Councillor Henry Crilly

Minute No.3

Moved by Councillor Henry Crilly, seconded by
Councillor Michael Burke that the Session should
adjourn to Ed Dean's residence-the Dean House in
Upper, or Old Chelsea-on Thursday, Mar. 11, 1875.

A special session was held on March 16, five days later, at the Dean House,
with Mayor Timothy Moffat in the Chair and the following Councillors
present: Joseph Nadon, Micheal Burke, Martin Fleming, James McClellan,
Henry Crilly and Luther Edey. It must have been a busy meeting because "the
Councillors in Session duly made appointments, to the following positions:
Valuators, Auditors, Road Inspectors, Rural Inspectors, and Pound Keepers."
On April 5th, 1875, the Councillors got down to the consideration of
by-laws, but first they came up with a method of making public such
by-laws which would be adopted. It was formally moved and seconded
that:

Public Notices & By-laws Will
Be Posted At Designated Places

A By-law was considered for issuing licences for retailing and/or
wholesaling spirits and fermented liquors. The licence to cost
$10.00-eonsisting of a $2:00 Fee and $8.00 Tax.
A By-law was also considered for restricting the carrying of firearms on
Sundays--on a country drive.
Also a By-law for the issue of licences to traders or merchants, either
wholesale or retail, was an agenda item.
Obviously the cash flow was not as good as it might have been because the
"

following motion was passed: "The Mayor, Councillor Nadon and SecretaryTreasurer wil1 call on Alonzo Wright, M.P. (Philemon Wright's grandson)
and .know from him what steps should be taken to receive the share of the
seigneurial grant due to the municipality."
At the next General Session, on May 3, 1875, at the usual place and time,
the Councillors, perhaps anticipating incoming revenue from the license bylaws adopted at their previous session of the month before, adopted motions
involving cash outlays of $1.50 to Ed Dean Esq. for the use of a room for each
Session (this was reduced by half at a session held on August 2nd) and that
the Secretary-Treasurer be allowed to pay Gardner Church of New Chelsea the
sum of $68.25 for the cost incurred in the separation of this municipality from
the City of Hull, together with interest, as soon as funds are in hand.
Also at this Session the Councillors appointed the Secretary-Treasurer as
Special Superintendent for laying out and naming a number of roads in the
area.
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On motion of Martin Fleming, seconded by Luther Edey, a petition to the
Government would be sent to appoint as Justices of the Peace the following:
George Link
Michael Burke Sr.
William Patterson Martin Fleming

Robert Kerr
Jos. Nadon

The final minute (No. 63) indicated that the next Session of Council
would be at the Catholic School House on Monday the 21st instant.
Early Fall, presumably back at Ed Dean's (perhaps using Dean's facilities
again at half the previous rate, namely

.75~)

the Councillors became

concerned with erecting for themselves a permanent Town Hall, or more
properly a Municipal Hall, and appointed a committee of Martin Fleming,
Michael Burke and Jos. Nadon to secure a site and report back to the Council.
It would seem that the committee did its homework without even going

home, because the very next minute there was a motion directing the
committee, so recently appointed, to accept the offer of a donation of a site by
their host, Ed Dean, the said site being a small lot adjacent to the Dean House
itself.
The next few months was to see the plan of John Chamberlin for the new
Municipal Hall being adopted, the tender of one Robert Kerr being accepted to
construct the building, the said John Chamberlin to supervise the
construction. The new building was to be insured and when the builder had
finished his job he was directed to furnish it before it was accepted for Council
to use. Another committee composed of the Mayor and Councillors Welsh
and Crilly was appointed to accept it if they think it fit and proper.
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Costs of the 36 x 24 feet Municipal Hall
To
To
To
To
To
To

John Chamberlain for plan
John Chamberlain for supervision
Robert Kerr for contract to build
Robert Kerr for tables and chairs
Robert Kerr for cleaning and door latch
John Chamberlain for benches,
a platform and coat rack
Total

10.00
20.00
600.00
13.15
2.90
19.00
$665.05

The Session for June 5, 1876, was called to take place at the Dean House as
usual. It was there that the councillors met to approve the minutes of the
previous meeting-no doubt with little argument-before adjourning to the
new place next door.
From plan (Jan. 17, 1876) to occupancy (June 5, 1876) not bad going!
As winter drew nigh it required the purchase of six lamps and one stove 2
ft. 9 inches or three feet, plus another $25.00 for furniture.
On June 3, 1878, John Burk was sworn in as special superintendent of the
municipality by Martin Welch, J.P.
Minute No. 27 proclaimed that statute labour will be one day for every
$200 of valuation-or pay $1.25 if not executed. The exceptions of "fines" for
the non-performances of statutory labour must have caused bookkeeping
headaches in an age prior to computers.
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The 1879 List of Electors, with their professions, is as follows:
Philip Leppard

blacksmith

J.R. Booth
Seldon Church
Gardner Church
Edward Dane (Dean)
Samuel Dunn
Samuel Haycock
Rev. T.A. Morris
Thomas Moore
Andrew Leamy
James Leamy
John Leamy
Walter Leamy
Louis Leamy
Frank Leamy
Bolton McGrath
Thomas Padden Sr.
James Read
William Ryan

lumberman
gentleman
proprietor
tavernkeeper
tavernkeeper
engineer
clergyman
tavernkeeper
farmer
clerk
farmer
farmer
farmer
farmer
school inspector
proprietor
tavern keeper
farmer

Provicial
land
surveyor
R.T. (7)
Tiberius Symmes
farmer
Edward Symmes
farmer
Elisha Sheffield Sr.
occupant
Jefferson Sheffield
occupant
Elisha Sheffield Jr.
Mark Scott
occupant
Michael Scott
proprietor
Wm. MacKay Wright advocate
trader
Ch. B. Wright
Edward Wright
farmer
trader
Joshua Wright
farmer
John Wright
Francis B. Wright
farmer
Tiberius Wright
farmer
Alonzo Wright
farmer
Christopher Wright farmer
John A. Snow

list certified as correct by
Sec.-Treas. Mar. 14, 1879-sworn before
Martin Welch, J.P.
To continue relating the business of the_ West Hull Municipality would
require more pages than this writer feels free to devote. Since that first
meeting of March I, 1875, the minutes of each Council Meeting reflect the
Municipality's business, and the decisions reached to carry forward that same
business to a conclusion.
For more than one hundred years, successive mayors and a succession of
six councillors have continued to conduct municipal affairs, in a world of
constant change and adjustment, and which year by year becomes even

mor~

complex. Credit should be extended to those who have offered themselves for
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the consideration of the electors of the day, and if voted into office, have
served one or more terms, and have learned to cope with crises which, from
time to time, beset those entrusted to manage the business of the
municipality on behalf of the taxpayers.
The procession of years has seen two Municipal Halls, the first, vacated
some years ago, either stood empty or was used as a "showcase" for a number
of artisans to display their wares. The old hall was used initially for the
annual auctions conducted by the Historical Society of the Gatineau, founded
in 1962. In time the Society outgrew the limited facilities provided at the old
building and decided to move its auction activities elsewhere. Again the old
Municipality Hall stood empty, suffering from the ravages of time, weather
and vandals, until it was moved early in the 1980's to another site, on private
property, where it faces new demands made upon it.
The second Municipal Hall was constructed to replace the deficiencies and
inad_equacies of the first, has itself become less than adequate, in its turn, and
seems destined to be replaced. Before demands for additional office space
necessitated inside reallocations, the Historical Society held its regular
monthly meetings in the Council's Chamber, through the courtesy of the
Council. With the reassignment of space for the Council's use, it became
necessary for the Historical Society to seek elsewhere for a site for its monthly
activities.
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The Postal Service
How it Began
Earlier it was explained how settlement spread from Wright's Town to
neighbouring areas in what was then Lower Canada. One of these newer
communities came to be called Chelsea. It was populated at first by New
Englanders, who came with, or followed, the Wright party, to be augmented
in the 1830's and 1840's by the Irish and by French-speaking Canadians.
All of the new communities at one time or another required trails, and
later, crude roads between each other and between themselves and Wright's
Town. With the so-called roads came travel, albeit slow-a day's journey for
teams drawing timber being about 10 to 12 miles. A little faster pace was
achieved by light wagons and coaches. Walking and horseback were,
however, the main means of locomotion.
The network of trails meant travel and communication, involving the
carrying of messages, letters, and packages; and thus a sort of mail service
came into being.
There are a number of original letters in the Public Archives of Canada
indicating that such a service existed between the settlement of Wright's
Town and Montreal and Quebec City.... and even across the Atlantic. A
service to New England, to the former homes of the settlers, was also in place.
Other extant letters show a local service between the above-named villages,
and between them and the older Wright's Town.
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It would appear from records pieced together that T.B. Prentiss (the T.B.

standing for Thomas Brigham) was the first Postmaster. He ended his service
by resignation on April 8, 1854, and moved to Aylmer. Prentiss was followed
by Nicholas Link, who served from July I, 1854, to September 26, 1863, when
he resigned. The next incumbent was Harry B. Prentiss (probably the son of
T.B.), who began. his service on October I, 1863. It is likely that it was Harry
who moved both Post Office and store from Old Chelsea to the newer
Chelsea, where he had built a new store with attached home. This building
still stands and is occupied as a private home. Harry's service terminated on
July 8, 1908.
The mail in the early days was carried on horseback from town to Chelsea,
whictt was the end of the line, as no post office north of that village existed
until James MacLaren & Co. started business in Wakefield in 1844.
One record shows that Gardner Church and Josephus Hudson arranged for
Mr. Church's second son, Seldon, then aged 10 years, to carry the mail for 25
cents a trip once a week. About five years later the trip was made twice a week
and sometimes three times a week. The record does not state any increase in
pay, although mention is made of the provision of a horn, which the mail
carrier was supposed to sound upon approaching the village.

The Mail's In
This was probably the call that announced to all and sundry that letters
and some packages had arrived in the village of Old Chelsea on March I, 1885,
the day regular service was inaugurated officially.
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Mention had been made of Harry Prentiss and his move to the newer
Chelsea. This meant, of course, that there was no more postal service in the
older Chelsea. What happened during the gap between the Prentiss move and
the installation of the regular service noted above? The answer to that
question seems relatively simple: the customers living in and around Old
Chelsea used the service provided in the newer Chelsea, walking the extra
mile or so to pick up or send mail.
It should be remembered that some of these customers lived on land to

the west and south of Old Chelsea, on the "Ridge" and near Meech Lake.
These people would be required to walk first to Old Chelsea and then trudge
on to the newer Chelsea. It is therefore not surprising that an effort was made
to re-establish the postal service that had previously been given at the older
Chelsea.
Here, then, is the scenario when T.P. French, the Post Office Inspector,
addresses the following letter to the Postmaster General in Ottawa on
December I, 1884:
Sir:
Referring to the enclosed letter addressed to you by A.
Wright, M.P. [this would be Alonzo Wright, grandson of
Philemon Wright], accompanying the petition of Rev. James
Brown (Parish Priest of St. Stephen's Church) and others for a
Post Office at Old Chelsea, r beg to report that Old Chelsea is
about a mile west of Chelsea, but not on any mail route. At Old
Chelsea the Parish Church is situated and the Clergyman (Priest)
also resides there. It is not, however, a place of any business,
Chelsea having long since absorbed the little that was done there
in former days, before the macadamized road was constructed
from Hull to Wakefield.
Around it, however, and for some miles west and south,
there are quite a number of farmers' families who would find an
office there more convenient than the present office at Chelsea,
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inasmuch as they would then have a mile less to travel when
going for their mail matter. If established I think that some 35 to
40 families would thus be brought somewhat nearer to a post
office, and would, no doubt, avail themselves of the additional
convenience which it would afford.
The probable revenue of the proposed office I would
estimate at $25 to $35 per annum, and the cost of a daily service
from Chelsea should be about $60 to $70 per annum.
I have the honor to be
Sir,
Your ob't servant
(signed: T.P. French)
P.O. Inspector
A second letter from Mr. French to the Postmaster General dated February
23,1885, advises that the Post Office'would be opened on March I, by Mr.

HW. Edmonds at his house in Old Chelsea, and that "he shall perform a
daily mail service between Old Chelsea and Chelsea, a distance of 1 1/4 miles,
for the sum of $50 per annum.'"

The Record
Herewith the story of the postal service in Old Chelsea, as assembled from
the official records made available by Canada Post Corporation and the Public
Archives of Canada. The task of researching the various places where the Post
Office has been situated was both difficult and frustrating. This will be
understood when it is realized that the Post Office consisted of little more
than a boxlike contraption installed on a table. Obviously, such an "office"
could be, and was, easily moved from building to building.

'Letters released to the writer by the Public Archives of Canada.
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Similarly, the person who handled the mail at the Post Office was not
necessarily the Postmaster shown on the official record. The mail handler was
a person appointed by the Postmaster, but it was the latter's responsibility to
see that postal regulations were carried out. .
The establishment of the railway from the city to Chelsea and northward,
just before the turn of the century, obviated the need to carry the mail by
horseback, although it was carried by road between the two Chelseas and
beyond to Kingsmere and Meech Lake, where there were summer post offices.
One old-timer in Old Chelsea recalls that a St. Bernard dog was resorted to so
that the mail could get through. He also remembers that a Clydesdale horse
was used for the same purpose.
There may be errors in the following; nevertheless, a jigsaw puzzle seems
to emerge.
H.W. Edmonds (The H probably stood for Harry) ran the Post Office in
Building No.1 from March I, 1885, to, March 11, 1889, when he resigned. He
was followed by George Edmonds (1825-1906), whose responsibilities
commenced on July I, 1889, ending with his death on December 20, 1906.
George's wife Margaret (1838-1918) carried on the business of both store and
Post Office from April 4, 1908, to September 28, 1908, when she resigned.
After the resignation of Mrs. Edmonds, the Post Office was moved to the
Dunn Hotel-Building No.2-and Mrs. Dunn (Anne Grimes, 1848-1925),
wife of hotelkeeper Johnny Dunn, managed the service from October 17, 1908,
to January 12, 1911, when she handed it over to her son Michael (1873-1961).
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Michael Dunn's Post Office operation was from May 25, 1911, to August 26,
1920.
The next Postmaster was Aden Kenny (1882-1944), who commenced his
duties on September 25, 1920, resigning on April 24, 1923. he established the
Post Office in Building No.6, and was said to have also "run" (carried) the
mail.
J.J. (Jack) Fanning was registered as "acting" (Postmaster) on April 28, 1923.
He was confirmed in the position on June 30, 1923, ending his service by
resignation on March 27, 1926. The Post Office was in Building No.5 during
this period,
John Sweeney (1851-1929) was the next Postmaster on the list. He
conducted the operation from April 8, 1926, to May 25, 1927. John had carried
the mail from the train station at Chelsea to Old Chelsea between 1897 and
1902. As he was running a store in Building No, 3, it is likely that he had the
Post Office set up there also.
The ninth Postmaster was Fred Aubin, who served from June 21, 1927, to
May 10, 1928, just short of a year. The Post Office was probably in Building No.
4. There is indication that Billy Trudeau may also have served in the same
building, However, as no official record supports this, it may be a case of
filling in for the designated Postmaster,
The Post Office was then moved to Building No.7, where Mrs. Grace
Welsh was installed on June 9, 1928. She served until June 6, 1943. The mail
was delivered to Mrs. Welsh from the train at Chelsea by Harry Dunn, on his
way to his own Post Office at Kingsmere. The Dunn and Welsh families had
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homesteaded side by side. Mrs. Welsh also operated a tearoom and served
meals on request.
The eleventh and twelfth Postmasters were a pair of Donovans: Norbert
Patrick Donovan, known as Eddie, who served from December 1, 1943, to May
12,1944, followed by John Ronald Donovan (1900-1950), whose term of office
was from June 14, 1944, to January 26, 1948, which included a temporary
period. The Donovans brought the Post Office back to Building No.3.
The next Postmaster was Gerald Joyce (Gerry) Murphy. He ran both store
and Post Office (also in Building No.3) from April 7, 1948, to June 1,1967,
when he resigned: His term also included an acting period.
The fourteenth Postmaster was Donat

J. Fiset, who commenced service on

June 1, 1967. He was assisted by Luella Donovan (Mrs. Laporte), who replaced
him on August 29, 1973. After seven years, Mr. Fiset sold the store (Building
No.3) to Bob and June Dompiere. June undertook to serve as Postmaster and
began her term on November 18, 1974.
A missing piece of the jigsaw puzzle is the whereabouts in Old Chelsea of
the operation performed by T.B. Prentiss, Nicholas Link, and Harry B.
Prentiss. It is doubtful that the location will ever be found, as the building
probably no longer exists-or has been heavily disguised as a "modern" one.
On Monday evening, September 23, 1985, there was a well attended
Centennial Celebration, jointly sponsored by the Historical Society of the
Gatineau and Canada Post Corporation, in the Chelsea School, at which Mrs.
June Dompiere, the Postmaster, received from the hands of Barry Moore, .
M.P. a specially designed plaque, noting the 100th Birthday of the post office at
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Old Chelsea. A display and slide illustrated talk was provided by Dr. Robert
Smith and was well received by the audience. Claudy Mailly, M.P. for
Gatineau Riding expressed congratulations marking the occasion.
Refreshments concluded the evening.
Recognizing the cost of running two post offices adjacent to one another
the government of the day closed the Old Chelsea Post Office on July I, 1986.

The Pound and the Common
Two features which seem to be missing from the scene at Old Chelsea are
the animal pound and the town common or village green.. These two
institutions have been part of the life of small towns and villages of England
for centuries, this .pattern being followed on this side of the Atlantic by the
•

New England settlers who came from the "old sod" in the 17th and 18th
centuries.
Later the descendants of some of the New England settlers, in their turn
settled in Canada, either as United Empire Loyalists or in answer to the appeal
of the Governor-in-Chief (now termed Governor-General) to assist in
populating the vast empty spaces of this country. Philemon Wright,
Nathaniel Chamberlain, John Allen, John and Caleb Brooks (brothers) Moses,
Jane and Samuel Edey (brothers and sister) with their families, and a number
of others responded to the appeal, settling in the National Capital area,
bringing with them their habits, customs and institutions, a couple of which
were the animal pound and the town common.
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The animal pound was a small area set aside, being bounded on its four
sides by a stone wall or wooden fence, There were impounded the strayed
animals, usually cattle, but sometimes horses, and more rarely pigs, goats and
sheep, etc, which had wandered from their home farms. For a small fee the
farmer could retrieve the creature, the money thus garnered going directly
into the pocket of the poundkeeper as part of his "wages".
The role of poundkeeper was an appointment, he being one of the town
officials, A dishonest poundkeeper could, and did on rare occasions,
incarcerate the odd animal which he had acquired by stealth and under cover
,

of darkness. This type of character immediately lost his appointment and
could consider himself lucky if he wasn't tarred and feathered and ridden out
of town on a rail.
An amusing anecdote is told concerning the pound which still stands at
Wallham St. Lawrence, near Maidenhead in the county of Berkshire, ,
England, at the junction of three roads. Within feet, just across the road is the
Bell Inn, It is the custom of the local humourists to inform newcomers .that
here the beer is sold by the pound (£).
Although many of the New England pounds were constructed of stone
walls a few were of wooden fences. In Old Chelsea it is likely that wood was
used. Observation in the village would indicate that the early buildings here
were mostly of wood, with the exception of the brick walls of Ed Dean's Hotel.
Even this might' give the wrong impression as it is known that the original
construction was of squared timbers, later came the brick overcoat. Because of
its plentiful supply wood was the building medium, consequently Old
Chelsea's pound it may be surmised has long since rotted away.
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The town common or village green was the very centre of life in the
community. In England this grassed area was the focal point for many
activities, and some not so active, for here stood the stocks and the pillory. In
very early days archers practiced at the butts here. In times of war the citizensoldiers practiced their martial arts, punctuated once in a while by a review or
inspection carried out by a visiting senior officer who invariably offered
words of congratulation and praise before "sloping off" to the nearest pub for
a pint of bitters with the local commander.
In more peaceful times, especially in the summer, the village green was

the scene of white clad players engaged in cricket. Here too was the annual
fete or fair. The town common was also the arena for harangues by those
see~ing

election. All in all a very important piece of landscape.

Wright's Town (Hull) probably had its Common or Town Square between
Brewery Creek and what was to become St. James Church. In this area were
centred the settlements main activities. Wright's home was on the west side
of the creek. Aylmer's Common which was bordered on one side by the
Court House (later to become the City Hall). On a second side at least two
prominent legal men sited their homes, no doubt in order to save the eight
mile ride from Hull to attend sittings. Hull had vied for the Court House but
had lost out to Aylmer. The war memorial stands in the centre of the
Common.
Gatineau Point on the east side of the Gatineau River, facing the Grand
(Ottawa) River had its large church which was the focus for the settlers.
Nearby no doubt was their Common. This community was, in time, to
expand and become the thriving City of Gatineau.
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The nation's capital, the City Ottawa, has its village green just outside the
Houses of Parliament's front doors. Lt. Col John By, the builder of the Rideau
Waterway System, placed the barracks for his soldiers here. On this green no
doubt By's military men were trained for their duties, hence the name of this
spot in Bytown was to become Barracks Hill for' a while. Both Bytown and
Barracks Hill were to have their nomenclature changed to Ottawa and
Parliament Hill respectively.
Here the nation celebrated its Centennial with a mammoth birthday party
on July 1, 1967. At this place Canada has chosen to honour and welcome the
visits of Kings Edward VII and VIII, also George V and VI and of course
Queen Elizabeth II, who has joined us on several joyous occasions. Martial
music and military pageantry are still to be heard and seen each summer "on
the hill" as the Changing of the Guard Ceremony thrills thousands. The
Peace Tower houses a memorial chamber where the pages of a book displays
the names of those who paid the supreme sacrifice. Nearby is the National
War Memorial, a hallowed spot.
With respect to Old Chelsea's square the site is not quite so evident. There
was once a Town (Municipal) Hall but that faced High Street, leaving little
room in front for a common. Was Old Chelsea unique in having its village
green behind its hall, in the area bounded by North Street (Padden Road)
High Street and Peel Street (Scott Road)? Did one of the Chamberlins present
a site on his farm, now the National Capital Commission's playground?
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Was it where the N.C.C. has its presentpicnic park? Oh where, oh where
has my little green gone, oh where oh where can it be?'
As a postscript to the Animal Pound question is the following notation,
located in a bound copy of the Transactions of the Women's Historical Society
of Ottawa. On page 11 of Volume No.1
The following chosen office bearers for the township of Nepean for
the Year
1837

POUNDKEEPERS
Nicholas Sparks
Jno. Parsons
Alex Kennedy
Jno. Mutchmore
S. Collins
Is. Williams
W. and J. Thomson
Hugh Bell
C. Chapman
Jno. Graham

'Yes, that is where the common was.
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